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ABSTRACT 
We m~ey reoeai~ wo~c in :rune eom~t~ of eomb!naAor~ matriz analysis, 
lnchu~g qualitative matrix theory, matrix eoml~d~n 1~~,  boend~ g of 
~m~m~er~, the role of the longest ~mple ~ i t ,  aa~ at teaua~ ofmm~ ~ .  
__,lef~tional thonl~z, ~ .~ ~'~.~..-~-, .rod un~on ~~e~,  etc~ are 
offered. The style is in~omal, ~ollew~ng the talk on w~ tht~ w~iteup t~ based° 
Matrix theory/ aea  algebra has long played a s i~ea~t  ar~ recognized 
role as a tool in combinatorics. For example, facts about eigenvalues and 
detc~ta l  ineq!~ties are helpful in cl~,~fyi~g, o~.r establishing the nonex- 
istence of, structure based upon cer~.~ immneters. This important connec- 
tion between the two fields is not, however, what we, mean when we use the 
phrase "combinatorial matrix analysis." Wi~at, t]aen ~ ~ phrese mean 
and what is the subject of thi~ conference? It is r.hameterized, we feel, by a 
tool ~ end-p~ flow in t~e other direction. Though some roots of this 
m~bjeet are quite deep ~md ~r_ .~ z,~ ~o~ ~ of ~ ~_~.~ve ly~:~eived its 
role in vazious ways, perhaps not enough attention has been given to 
combinatorial matrL~ an~ly~,s ~s a ~te  topic. C'~-.:~ goal here is simply to 
offer a definition o~ the topic, some argument for its importance, and a brief 
survey of some research subjects that fit within it ~d  help to define it. Aiong 
the way, we hope to eha~enge the ~,~ence to add their own examples, 
s_~ woe was m~.~ortai in .m~ by National Science Fmmclatio~ aat DMS~7-13762 and 
by O~ice of Nav~l B~~ Conb~ N-O~I,I-87-K~I, 
LINEAR ALGEB~L AND ~ APPLICATIONS 107:3-15 (1988) 
o ]~er  Science 1~~g Co., Inc., ~o~Q 
52 Vanderbflt Ave.. New York, NY 10017 
c ~ ~  ~ lo~so~ 
~der  the possibib'ty of uniting ~e of ~ ~Jb~ts, and con~b-t~ to t~ 
~ ~  of combinatorial ~'~_ ~ .  
~ ~  of '~e ~ ~ " ~  ~gebra" or even " ~  theory," we 
p,-~eF ~ term "mat~ analysis" to refer to the broad body d mathenmU~ 
wo~ ~ c~u~red ~ pmblems ~ ~ , .  In a depm~ 
the "~ bee" ~ of ~ tmns~rmations aud ~ u~st 
"mau~ ~~" ~~ attention upon the basis dependent army (more 
natural for many intermting pmbiems) and ~e b.,~..d. ~ of methodca- 
ogy ~ in the ~ it ~_~ carries some connotation of motivatien from 
appli~?ns. ~de~, ~ rmea~h in matrix analysis b~n~ ~ extmor- 
v ~  of mathematical t~._~; ~ is one ~ ~ ~ea~u~ that 
matrix a ~  ~citing, as well as adding to the vitality of mathematics by 
~L AL  linking many mathema~cai subjects to a__vpiications. It is in this ~g mat 
we .'~-~ ~ ~ ~  _our ~ '~n of combinawriai ~ aualy~is. It
simldy the use of combinatorial ~ er th_~_.t o bet~,er understand 
stm~m'e or a particular matrix-theoretical problem. This meant o be 
broad ,and it is not necessary that the "combinatorial thought" involve a deep 
result from combinato~,cs. It is only necessary that the end result be of 
matrix-theoretical ~terest and that something essentially combinatorial con- 
~a.  II'B 7~a.lL tribute to tmderstanding ¢~ m wire greater knowledge our ~Uon may 
evolve, but it is already quite useful to realize that the best insight into a 
matrix problem may be combinatorial rather than primarily analytic, alge- 
braic, or geometric. The role for combinatorial thought may be more or !ms 
obvious in the final result, but it can also be invisible and quite surprising. 
We shall give some examples in a brief .survey of some topics in combinatorial 
ma~ ~ that concludes this essay. 
There is now ~ large and rapidly growing amount of ~rk  in the. literature 
that may be classified as combinatorial matrix ~lysis.  A glance at recent 
L~sues of Linear Algebra and Its Applications, Linear and Multilinear Alge- 
bra, and the SIAM ~ounud on .~÷~.~ ~nd ~~e . . . . .  M~'_~ ~,c-.mu'--1 Matrix 
Ana/gs/s and App~~) ,  as well as others, win provide several. However. 
as with most topics in mathematics that become more recognized with their 
growth, there are considerable historical antecedents. 
An example that s~rings to mind readily is the analysis of entrywise 
no.negative matrices be~~ ~-~u~ the work of Frobemus. L '~  many 
important pmpegties of nonnegative matrices depend only upon the inci~ 
den~ ~f ~ i t ive  (versus zero) entries; for example,'irreducibflity of a 
nonnegative matrix A -~ (ao) ~ just ~va]ent  to i~ direct~ graph (an edge 
from vertex ~ to verte~ j ff~ aq ~s O) being strongly conm.~ted, an~ L~reduei- 
b~y is crucial m the analysis of eigenv~due and eigenvector properties. 
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Because d ~ research about nonnegat/ve mattes is a natural for eomb~- 
tor~ matrix ~ and ~po~nt  work d this ~ continues into the 
present. In fa~t. much work in modem ~ analysis involves c]ass~fmg 
entries into a ~ cetefp~es and ~ analyz~g r,~mtrb~ ~'-~mes ~ ut~.,~ 
the anangement d entries by eetelp~'~. Such wo~ is natwlly eom "b~- 
~s!  and ts oft~.~ i m ~  ~ always tmnahn] to conceive of from a 
As early and ~ as interesting, though ~ ~at ,  is the ro~ of 
eombtmtorial thought in what might be called "ve~ a~br~" 
theory. ~ p ~  would ~ tim use of Young ~ in ~ mpre~s~tatton 
theory and multtltnear algebra nd the analysis d the Jordan canonical form 
d a Knmeeker ~ ,  but there are many others. Much d the eady work. 
on determinan~ ~~ to ~ idontlt~ is essentially combinatorial. 
Modem nume~d " " anat-y~ ~ -,- o .... ~7~--~ ~_.~.~b~ f~ some of the 
~mpme~t  _~ ~b'ma~'ml matrix analy~. Even with vas'dy better hard~ 
ware, the desire to solve ver larger, but u r~ struetmed, problems places a
eonsidemble premium .~n efficient e,~mizaUon ofelementary ~ons  
and st~r, ge of da~/mst~, The dev~ment  ofspme-n~Tlx techniques, for 
example, is not o~ mtturaRy a pa~ of combinatorbd matrix amdysis but has 
also spurted interesting combinatorial matrix-theoretic research nearer to 
"core" matrix auaiysts. This work has been and likely win continue to be 
use~al in numerical nalysis, and this sort of synergy has been a pl~,ant and 
characteristic feature of the deve~e~t  of modern matrix analysis. 
In spite of the "classiear' erigins of some combir~x)rial matrix analysis, 
much early developmental work was done by inda'viduals still active and 
fami!iCr to matrix theorists: R. Brmddi, M. Fiedier, J. Ma~,  S. Patter, H. 
Schneider, and R. Varsa, to give only a necessarily incomplete list. 
The mA)jeets we have mentioned so far (noemege~ve matrix .theory, early 
det~t  theory, very algebraic matrix theory; and nmerice] analysis) axe 
qu/te diverse, and we shaft add to them several more specific (but diverse) 
examples to complete this essay. At first glance they seem to have only the 
~'~"o...~...~.] ~.~--o,~nc~ ~ .~mb~.~tofi_~ meL_hodo| _ogy we b~ve mentioned in 
common. And this may be ~.  But if we f~ upon the kinds ot e~~-  
toria] thought that are used and the way it is used, we offer ~e eh~'enge of
f~ding ~ g  ~ws of at |eest ~__.~ ~f ~mhln~toried matrix 8ne]y~.'so 
Perhaps in m~ch unifi~t~on, or even just in s~k~_ng R, wi~ be found better 
methodology and broeder opportunity for its ~_se. 
We comp|ete our overview by ~nt~o~ng ~ few m~ m~em parts of 
combinetor~d matrb~ ened~s in which we have some considerable interest. 
These are (1). ~ '~L ive  matrix Lheory, (2) matrix comp|~Jcn e,r,~m~m~,"--~'~-"~ (3) 
comb~o~ ~p~ of op~t~on t~'nmc~es for mat~ parameter m- 
equities, (4) large ~ces  with only short simple circuits, and (5) an 
attenvation t~q~e for re~ ~~x~-~e products to the ¢~nven- 
~Jonal producL 
I. QU.~.~TATWE MATRIX TBEORY 
B~efly pet qua/U~ n~z ~o~ deals ~_  the analysis of nmzix- 
theoretical properties ba~u~l o~y u~_  the ~ of the ent t~ of a matrix; as 
inch, it is a mb~t  di~oult c ~magine without a basis dependent view of 
m~=~- ~'~ a~I~-sis. To be more precise it is c~-avement toem-p!oy the notion of a 
s/gn-pattem n~,  ~nich is simply a r~gu lar  army wh~e en~ are the 
formal signs +, - ,0 .  Natm~y associated with a ~sign-pattem matrix A is the 
class d of an ~ ~ves  ~,-._. the sign pattern for their entri~ =~,~.~'~--'~ k..,,  
A. 
Given a property P that an o~-ir~'~- ~ ~*.a~.~ may or ma~ not have 
(e.g. nonsingulafity, stability, having a positive real eigenvalue, tc.), we may 
raise either of the two basic ~uditative matrix-theoreUc qe~-do~: 
(1) For a given sign-pattern matrix A, does every matrix in .~ have 
property P; i.e., does A require P? This may be referred to as the "require" 
q~.~tion_, and an alternative form is to ~ a characterization ~ all 
sigu-pattem atrices A that r~~ P. 
(2) For a given sign-pattern matrix A, is there at least one matrix in d 
having property P; i.e., does A a~ow P? This may be referred to as the 
sign pattern ma|~rices A ~.hat allow P. 
Of course, it is cle~ that ~ allow (~i.~.-re~ ~) on  ~ e~v~ent  o a 
(allow) ~dou;  for example, A allows P if and oniy i~ A does not 
not F. But, it is mua~y natu~ and simpler to consider the two 
quv~_'o~  we have described them. F.~zly motivation for the study d 
bi~ogy/ecology, and more recently chemistry, in which models whose 
parameters (matrix entries) are at best qualitatively known occur. The goal 
has been to &aw whatever conc|usiom can be obtained without or indepen- 
dent ~ ~., , , ,=.~n~ expensive) ~m~ti~tive information. v .   . . . . . . . .  o r  very  
A nmnber of properties have now "~'~_, ~b.~ed q~"~~tivdy, mos~ 
notsbly nons in~ty  end nmtrix st~i]Ry (each ~igvnvslue d A ..has n~-v,a- 
We r--e~ p~)  ~d ~evera] ~n q~te r'©cently. For e~ample, "quali~ve 
characterized, ashave the r~r~ ~i~ =-~e~s for "sen~b~ty' '  (shnpler) 
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and "quasistab~ty" (more compS) .  On the other hand, the 
remains quite open and sppears to be ~t .  Even for eombinatoriaHy 
symmetric sign-pattern matriees whose ,und~~ grep~ are trees (a nat~ 
o ~ * staruog point from several points d view), ~ .er i za~n of potency  
stable patterns is wide open. Reeent work d T. Summers and the author has 
~=k~u~wJy o~~_~~ ~ po~ti~lly ~ tree si _~-pattem (n~-n) 
matrices for n ~ 4 and will p~y be extended to n = 5. It is hor~ that 
the ~mdting tab~ ~..~II be useful for fonn~g or ~ g  conjectures on 
",he subje~. This wo~ employs a ~riety of ob~rvations combined with 
numerical compu~ag, but heavily uses recent results of C. Jdfries a~d the 
aut~r  ~ha_.t ~ pre~_hjde ~ablJity for many sign patterns.._The h~ory of 
qualita~ve stabi]i~ _and potential stability illustrates a phenomenon that 
~ too commo~y in the ~"~e ~ys is  of properties involving 
ei~env~u~. One of the q~t io~ (__n~-!~ _- ~)  may ~ ~.~]e~ th~_gh 
not neeessarily easily, while the other appears remarkably di~cuit. 3"~]s may, 
in some vague sense, be because on~ of the que~n~ admits only a ~ ive ly  
. . . - - _n  ~' -_ J  . . . . . .  l k l . .~  por~- t  .~e ~_  _ . __  _ . . , . ,  . . . . . .  . L .L  ~1 . . . . . .  ~ . . . .  ~L.  
sp_-~ the (rather large) remainS, r, n~ug recognition unwieldy. In ~ case 
of stability, certainly rather few patterns are ~gn (quali'tativeiy) stable, while 
sure|y many are potentially stable and m~y ~ not. As we move from 
definitely P (--stability) to maybe P to not P, the sign patterns a~ 
par~tioned into one rather small and two rather large classes. It would be 
worthwhile to know more about his complementarity. 
A aumber of other cpmli'tative questions involving eigenvalues have been 
settled or addressed in joint work with the author resultiag in the recent 
~- ~ ~-~--~-~ ~ ~ ~enbae~, .  For example the ~erroa-F ~robe_.m~ ~ ~  JR. J~KeJkWo qI.K~n,q~K P V~ '~,go • 
may be viewed qualitatively. Its major coneh~on is that any u]ua~ sign-pat- 
tern__ matrix consisting entirely of O's ~ ÷'s has the Penvn property, i.e. 
-,--r,---,~'"~ ~e ~ radius to be an eigenv~due. It is then naomi to ask ,..-~--_at 
are all sign patterns that requ/re the Perron property, i.e. a sort of c~itative 
co,verse to the Perron-Frobenim theorem. The aa.~er tmns out to be nice: 
exactly those sign patterns A---(a~) in whie~ every cycie product 
a~a~,~ ... a~,  is nonnegative. As in the ease of stability, the allow qaest~on 
for the Perron property has not been ~t~.]ed-and appears to be diffi~t, 
although ~ "results have also been given. 
A natural genera] question in the realm of ~tat~ve analysis of eigen- 
~,'oJe. ~,_eh ~ pro_~_~ b~ u~n t~e dt~'tribution f eigenv~ues a~aong 
a~~ ~to~ of the ~mp]ex p!a~e. 
~Of eo:~, in the area of c~_~]i't~ive mat~ t~V it i~ na~ to ~:  w~t  
~ ~ant  ~v a e~ter i~t i~ao  F i~ we ~c]  ask for ~ete~a~o~s that 
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vermit a yes or no answer in finite time. in many cases (such as potential 
~.Du] t~.y )  w~ ~ ~uu ~ u~ ~)u~.  ~ ' ~  -_u~ __ 
about ~mpu~ona l  complexiW of recognition. More det~ed iseu~on of 
this stage will be given by V. Klee. 
To dose ~ ~on we list those properties qualitative ~y of which 
has resultod in some significant result ~m far (to our knowledge): nonsingu- 
!.-,... ,~k;k~.  ,-~,,~,~oh;I;~. th~ ~t~i  ~di,~ i~ ~ e~nv~ue: at least k 
~J~A~.~9 ~q,t~a~-a~.a~,j, 9 w ~ , , . , ~ v , , ~ ~ , ~  ~ --,r" . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " 
eigenvalues equal to O; rank deficiency at least k; at least k repeated 
eigenvalues; at least k real ~genvahtes; at least k nonreal e~cnvalues; a 
positive real eigenvalue; at least k pure imaginary eigenv~ues; diagonaliza- 
bflfly. 
~. MATRIX COMPLETION PROBLEMS 
At first, matrix completion problems seem to resemble qualitative nmtfix 
theory, and perhaps the two should be put on a com_mon foo~g by 
embedding both in a more general class of problems. However, the emphasis 
is rather ~'crent; they arose quite di~eren~y ]fistoricaUy, and they will 
probably continue to be studied separately by mostly di~erent groups o| 
researchers. But for a view toward unification and commonality of combina- 
torial methodology, one should probably view the two together. 
The central object for matrix completion p_roblems i that of a part/a/ 
matrix; this is simply a rectanguhr a ray some of .wh___nse en_m'es are specified, 
i.e. known elements of some indicated set (~Jch as a particular field or 
hmction algebra), and the remainder of where entries are bee v-~ables, 
usually over the same set and usually denoted by ?'s. By a comp/et/on of a 
partial matrix, we simply mean a specification of the unspecified entries 
(from the indicated set) resulting in a conventional matrix. The -basic type of 
q~es~on, a ma~ c.om..pl~.'.on. ~mob!em, then is whether of not there, exists a 
completion of a given partial matrix lying in a certain class of inte~'es'~ (e.g. 
O~en there will be Obvious necessary conditions a partial matrix must 
meet if there is to be a completion in the de~-~ class. If a (sq,~_~) ~_rH_ai 
matrix is to be completed to an Hermitian mamx (an easy problem because 
the condition is "loeb"), then it must be HermLt~n in so far ~s wc ~ ~_; 
i.e., if the i, j ~d  j, i en~ ~-e ~~.~. ,  then they m~ _he_ com_plex 
con~ates, and ~J ~e  i, j entry is spec~ed~ we ~y ~ we~q assume the ], i is 
also. An ascension that ~ condition is met, insofar as the specified entries 
are concerned, is indicated by an ~pprop~e ~dSvctivc. For exa_mpie~ 
~i~,  ~ ~.~. .~n nm~ is ~ s~mrc one in which ~e ~, ~ entry is s~mcfi~cd i{ 
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and only if the i, j is specified as i~ complex conjugate. Sometimes the 
"obvious necessary condition" is slightly more subtle, resulting from matrix- 
theoretic inheritance conditions. For example, if a part~ HennRian matrix "o 
to be completed to a positive de~nRe matrix, each fully specified prineip~ 
subma~ must be positive &finite (or, equivalently, ~e~ specked prb~- 
cipai mi~er must be positive). Such a pamal matrix is rderred to as a "partial 
. , .~.,A -~n~te m~" in the taxonomy. Similarly. in order for there to be a 
completion )hat is a (speetral norm) contraction, every ~ 'ed  subnmtrix 
must be a contraction, and if there is to be a completion of rank ~/c, each 
specified subnmtrix must have ~ ~ k. 
Given that the "obvious" necessary conditions are met by a 
Hermi~ matrix, it is natural to ask if there is a completion in the desired 
class. Generally, the answer is "not necessarily." This is where comb~.ato,'~.l 
thought enters. The next question to ask is what arrangements of the 
.,,.,,_ vw_~~ed) en~es insure that a completion exists in me 
desired class whenever the necessary conditions ~ met. 
Several matrix completion prob~ms have been solved in this sense--for 
e~ample: positive ~te  completions; inertia pos~b~t~s allowed by inter- 
lacing, spectral norm contrac~dons, and ~.a ln  To~!Rz contrs.~~o We 
cannot describe the solutions here, but a recunmg key notion is that of a 
chordal graph. 
A number of other completion problems are under active consideration: 
~ver~ invo|vi~g ~.k (by ]ohnmn, Redman, and Woer~_~.), ~_'_~ve 
definite Toeplitz with staggered speegied iagonal~ (Job. -~n and Rodman), 
and positive defiu~iteness over function algebras (~ohnson and Rodman), 
among others. Of course, other such problems may be posed by specitying a
class, and unification/classification is a natural goal. 
in the generality in which we have described them, matrix completion 
problems include a broed range of sometimes classical problems, such as the 
combinatorial problems of completion to (or embe~_ cling in) an Hadamard 
matrix or a Latin stature, etc. Though o~ emphasis does not include these, it 
may pe~.ps he ~.~ful to keep them in mind when seeking new me~_.~_ol_oogy 
This is one of the areas in which the role of co~vinator~ thought ne~ 
i-~ot ap~-  in the solution and may have been difficult to predict in advance. 
Never~ha|es~, in some hlsta~ces there s~ms to be no subs~t~tc ~or 
c~-~l ly  combinatorial step. 
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A natural approach to understanding and deriving inequalities for key 
matr~ ~r~.m__me~rs (u ury m te_rm_.s of ~thers, such ~s entries) is via optimiza- 
Lion. If an up~r  ~_-..~..m~ is ~ '~d~ .a ~n~aer  the c~ of ~-'n ma~ces agreeing 
in the data to be used, and attempt to m ~  the panmaeter of interest. 
Often this __m~_ dts in a compact set and a continuous function to ~ msxi- 
~ ,  so that, at least, a sohtion exists. This approach may or may not prove 
h~aiL~h~ hut when it d aes~ it ~ give a tight beund rehtive to the i~do~ation 
used and may yield the cases of _equality. 
When it is successhfl, even in the absence of convexity, the analytic 
opt"  tion step usually ields a finite number of extremal matrix eonftigura- 
tions, among which the maximum must occur. This is the point at which 
combinator~ ought enters, often emeial].~y. ~"I~ne optimum must be sifted 
out of the finite (but often large) set of possibilities by some sort of 
com'binato~-~d optimization. 
Two good examples of this approach are the Johnson-Newman de- 
terminantal inequa~ty for real matrices and the John~n~Merr~Pierce de- 
tenninantal inequality for H-matrices. The former _ar~wers the question of the 
best absolute detenninantal bo~md given the sum of the positive entries r~ + 
and the absolute value of the sum of the negative ntries rf  in row ~, 
i = 1,..., n, for an n-by-n real matrix A. It is the surprising bound 
n 
ldet AI ~ H r~ m~-  _]'-I r~ n~, 
i=1  i=1 
m°. ffi " * ~ and r~ = win{ r +, rf  }. _'~_/s, of com~e, raises ;,, wh_ich ~.---, maxt r~, rF ,  
the further qu~tion d analogs for complex .m_a~s via categorization or
~m~imr inequalities for real matrices via more categorization f entries. 
The h~er  inequality, aLso sharp, is a poor man's Hadamard inequality for 
the H-matrices. If A ffi (a ~) is a complex H-matrix, then 
f t  
Both inequ~t/es are based on the same combinatorial idea. 
A rather d~erent unsettled question that may be amenable to the same 
approach is the ~ed Markov group problem (~. F. C. Kh~gman, i~33). 
Does there c~'t  a co~stant ~< I, h-adependent of the dimension , ~cn ~ 
any row ~oehastic matr~ A, with at least one diagonal entry equal to O, must 
have at least one eigenvalue ~ satisfying Re ~ ~ 8? Though Kingman is 
skepticS, this author would conjecture yes, even though this would make a 
]oe~ statement about the spee~rn based upon (primarily) local " ~ ......... •
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about he entries. There are not many remits of this type, and this one would 
mggest othe~. 
4. THE ROLE OF THE LONGEST SIMPLE CIRCUIT IN 
SPECTRAL ANALYS~ 
Consider the usu~ ~e~ graph G of an n-b~-; ma~Jx A ~ (a o); i.e., 
G has vertices 1,..., n and an edge form i to j if and only if a~j ~ 0. By a 
simple circuit in G we mean a sequence of edges (i x ,i2), 
(i2,i3),...,(tl_l,i),(il, it) such that it,...,il ~ d~net  vertic~; ~ is the 
length of such a circuit. "We denote by Mn. k the e;mss of n.by-n matrices A
for which k is the length of the longest s~.ple c~rcuit in G. ~no~ld the 
matrices in M~,k have spectra] properti~ more like k.by.k matrices? A 
surprising variety of remits is emerging in ~ in which ~e n, in resu!~ 
about n-by-n matr i~  may be replaced by k when the matrices are 
restricted to M., t. This is especially interesting ..~en n is large and k 
small. Familiar facts about ridiagonel matrices give examples in which k = -2 
and n is arbitrarily large, but these may often be genera]iT~ to arbitrary 
(k is s~ 2) and to ~er  k. Some gc~x] e T~_~p~s are the Johnson, 
Kellogg, and Stephem gene~f io~ of ~e fo~idden spectra] results of 
Dmitriev, Dynkin, and Kat~levich for (stochastic) nounegative ma'~ces, and 
recent wo~ of ~ohnso~, OleskT, Bobertson, and van den Dr iVe  involving 
pr¢~ JO~ o~ matrices. A good candidate f~,r ~ture work in ~ ~~on is ~e 
Kellogg |orbiddcn wedge for eigen~lue~ of P-ma~ccs. 
insight into it is yet available. 
A new result that fits this general category is the following: Let ] c__ 
{1,..o, n} denote an_ L~dea set; for an n-by-n matrix A, we denote the 
A[]]. It is well known that if A is nonne~t~ve and p denotes the speetr~ 
radius (Perron root), then p(A[]])~< p(A). But what can be said to bound 
o~. -  r~ oi pro~:~r pr~nc~p~ sub- 
matrices of A? In genera], very ]Rile, as is shown by the e~mple of ~e b-as~c 
circular permutation matrix C. The problem is that C has a long (length n) 
s~ple circuit. A positive result may be ebbed when the simple c~u~ts are 
~en into ~o_ ~.~. Call ]~,~.o, jq_ {!,..., n } the approp~ s~ of ~ 
s~ for a graph G if for each simple circuit of G 8]] indices ~re contained in 
at least one of the s~ts ~, and ~,... ,  ~ are n~ni~a] in this regard. Fo~ 
example i~ A is h~gona],  ~ --- { ~, ~ + I}, ~ -- ].... n -  I, The gene~a] ~su]t 
is then that ~or each ~ph G on n vetoes, the~ is a ~nst~t  c(G) such 
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that for any nonnegative n-by-n matrix A w/th graph G we have 
in which 1~,..., ]q is the appropriate coflection of h~dex sets for G. If, for 
exmn~e, A is tridiagonal, then each ihi ffi g and c(G)< 9.. in fact, ff c~ is 
tb~ n~by~n ~-idiagonal constant, { c, },-t  is an increa~.ng sequen¢~ whose 
~hn~t is 2. More needs to be known abeut he best .L, pOSSlo|e c(G)'s in gene~. 
5. A3WENUATION OF MATRIX PROD[~CTg 
Considerable work ~ been done of late on the Hadamard product 
[A o B - (aobo)  if A ffi(ao) and b ffi(b~t)], and one of the interesting 
outcomes of ~ work i~ a h~_y of inequah'ties rather simfl~ to inequalities 
known for the ordinary matrix product. Again a mbtle combinatorial role 
may provide a key to understanding &is phenomenon. F~-~t, it is commnient 
to define a class of products "intermediate" between the Hadamard and 
ordinary products. If A ffi ( A ~j) and B ffi (B~j) are mn by mn and pm~itioned 
into n-by-n ~|ocks, the box product of .4 and B is defined and denoted by 
Ar'IB f ( AoB~j ). 
Thus, when m = 1, ~ is the usual product, and when n ffi 1, it is the 
Hadmnard product. The generati~ .1 ,, ,~t  h~ been defined in a stat ical  
context by Rao and MRra and stu~-~_ recently as a tu-dfying link bePeceen the 
I-Iadamard and ordinary products by Horn and Matb~as and by Johnson and 
Nylen. Recall that the ordinary sinEalar values of a matrix A ~rp. th~ stature 
rcotg of the eigen~-alues of A'A; we adopt the usual convention of listing 
them m descending o~er as 
The ICy Fan k-norms (rrmtrix norms on n.bym rna~ces) are then defined by 
k 
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It ]~s long ~b~en ~o-g~a ~-~at bo~ ~,,~ttmlifies 
 oda)o,(S) 
and 
are valid, and it has been more recently r ~  that 
and 
for all s~mre matrices A, B of the same size. The hRer is a recent result of 
Horn and Johnson, while the former is due to ky Fan. Actuary, the unig~-~g 
meq ties 
may be demonstrated using a combinatorial technique we call a~t~t~ ~ 
~nvert a box product to an ordinary product. This nice idea w.~.s fi.,.st 
discovered by P. Nylen and has been used in |oi~t work with the author to 
explain Lv.~_,~g,,_alities parallel between the Kadamard and o~ary  p~c~acts. 
However, not all such known pan~els have been thus far so exp~ed.  We 
mn by ran,  we construct matrices A (m~ by an y .ran) so 
that 
u,~ s~',~res of file r~orlero s~~ value~ o_f A (B) are rnajor~ed by 
those ~_ (~). For example, ff m = 2, e~'ticit cons~ctions are 
and 
I°ll  ol:{ l o 0° 1 
~2g j 
Application of the ~a~ty  for the ordinary product a~ong with genera] 
facts ~ n~~on end stuguhr v~due~ en ~qe~ ~ ~,,u,,.,'~'~".-~ result. 
We conchu~ with a sma~ se|eetion of references that either support the 
~scu~on in the text or indicate other areas of combinatorial ~t r~ analysis. 
Not ~nch~ed arc several items ~nvdving wo~ in progress or ong~'~g thes~ 
work of C. Eschenbach, P. Ny]en, and T. Sun~ners. Subsequent talks at this 
meeting win a]so ehborate upon work in the field. 
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